Exercise- and insulin-stimulated muscle glucose transport: distinct mechanisms of regulation.
In mammals, skeletal muscle is the primary target for the stimulation of glucose transport by a variety of activators. These include the hormone insulin and stimuli which increase energy demand such as exercise, hypoxia, and challenges to the oxidative chain. While it is known that both stimuli rapidly elevate glucose uptake into muscle by signalling the translocation of glucose transporters from intracellular stores to the plasma membrane, there are numerous contrasts between energy stressors and insulin in their mechanisms of glucose transport activation. Exercise and insulin recruit distinct intracellular pools of glucose transporters in skeletal muscle and the maximal effects of contraction and insulin are additive. Activation of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3-K) is utilized by insulin to induce glucose transporter translocation, but does not participate in the responses to exercise or hypoxia. These findings suggest that energy stressors utilize different mechanisms from insulin to increase glucose influx; however, how these factors elicit their response is not clear. This review will summarize our current knowledge of these alternative pathways of glucose transport regulation. Emphasis is placed on the use of the mitochondrial uncoupler dinitrophenol to investigate mediators of this alternative signalling pathway in L6 muscle cells, a line used to characterize physiological responses in muscle such as glucose transport.